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Executive Summary
This report provides a clear description of a site development design project for a future
medical service facility. The site is approximately 46,818 square feet and is located at 203 E.
Centre Avenue Portage, Michigan 49002 United States. This is in a high traffic area that is
surrounded by different public and academic institutions including Portage Central High School
and Portage Public Library. The commercial buildings surrounding this area are Comerica Bank,
Dairy Queen and a new Senior Center currently under construction. Our team is proposing two
different site-layout options for the future development of this building. This medical service
facility will offer services that will benefit the community and attract new business to the area. The
main aspects for this project include transportation, water resources, and construction
management. Engineering design software such as AutoCAD, Civil 3D, Microsoft Excel, and
Microsoft Project were utilized for modeling and design purposes. Other resources used will be
from AASHTO, ACI, ASTM, and various other specification texts. AVB is our sponsor with Jack
Michael as representative, with Eric Barkovich from Hurley & Stewart as our professional
engineer representative, and the City of Portage as our professional lead and primary consultant.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Description of Project and Background
This parcel is in a commercial district and is approximately three miles from US-131. The
site is surrounded by different institutions including Portage Central High School and Portage
Public Library. Nearby commercial buildings include but are not limited to Comerica Bank, and
Dairy Queen. The goal of this project was to implement a site development plan for a future
advanced medical service facility adjacent to a Senior Center currently being constructed. As
engineers, the team provided a project which could benefit the community by bringing in easy to
access medical services. It was proposed that the Senior Center and the medical service facility
would integrate well together. The facility includes an urgent care, pharmacy, vaccinations, and
consultations regarding prescriptions. Currently, there is limited health care facilities around this
area, so this land is extremely valuable to the senior center and the community overall. Refer to
Figure 1-1, 1-2 and 1-3 for the location of the project and the nearby businesses.
This project required analysis involving different aspects in civil engineering. Two
different site layouts were proposed involving transportation and drainage system design, a
complete construction schedule, and estimate (disregarding the building itself). This project does
not include any design aspects of the building, it only focuses on the site development of the parcel.
Altering locations for the building result in different layout concepts for the parking lot. For
stormwater management, catch basins, and drainage pipes were designed for each layout. Lastly,
our team provided detailed construction schedule, and estimates of all costs essential to this
project. An analysis of alternatives was also completed to determine which site is recommended
based on different constraints and alternatives. The designs followed all the city of Portage’s
requirements and ordinances as well as Mdot’s.
8

Figure 1-1 Location of Project

Figure 1-2 Zoomed View of Parcel.
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Figure 1-3 Location of the Project Next to Future Senior Center Building.
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1.2 Scope of Work
Our team of engineers worked towards establishing a synergistic service to the users of the
Portage Community Senior Center. Our goal was that the Senior Center and advanced medical
service facility will create a convenient location for the people utilizing the senior center, as well
as the surrounding community. To accomplish this site development task, current landscape will
be demolished, saving as much greenspace as possible. The team determined two different building
locations within the parcel. This affected how the parking lots were designed, along with the drive
thru for the facility. For easy access between the Senior Center and the medical service facility a
sidewalk was designed as well. It was connected at both exit points on the west side of the senior
center parking lot, located in Figure 1-3. For stormwater management, catch basins were
implemented on both sites. We included an option to add a rain garden as a more sustainable option
and for additional water storage. Once both layouts were established, we considered cost estimates
and scheduling to complete the project in a timely matter. Then, we recommended to the client
which alternative would best suit their needs along with the communities based on functionality
and budget constraints, based on an analysis of alternatives performed by our team.
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Design Requirements and Resources:
•

Geotechnical Survey

•

Kalamazoo Drainage Commissioner

•

Zoning Ordinance and Charter Township of Portage Zoning Ordinance

•

Construction Cost Estimates

•

Environmental Impact

Design Elements:
•

Demolition

•

Site Layouts

•

Site Grading and Elevations

•

Traffic Flow and Parking

•

Stormwater Management Systems

•

Pavement Design
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1.3 Deliverables
The deliverables for this project include two site layout plans, details of the building,
parking lot, sidewalk, and drainage system. AutoCAD was used to provide details of the designs.
For the cost estimation we used Microsoft Excel and for the construction schedule we used
Microsoft Project.
The deliverables for this site development project are listed below:
•

Demolition Plan

•

Site Layout CAD Drawings of Alternatives

•

Drainage Systems Designs and Calculations:
o Rain Garden
o Catch Basin
o Drainpipe design

•

Pavement design:
o Asphalt / Flexible Pavement
o Concrete / Rigid Pavement

•

Cost Estimates

•

Construction Schedule GANTT Chart

•

Technical Report

•

PowerPoint Presentation

•

Poster Board
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1.4 Project Impacts and Constrains
Multiple constraints were addressed when designing the parcel. The constraints of the
project include:
•

Limited amount of space

•

Location of the drive thru

•

Matching existing elevations for both developments surrounding our parcel

•

Budget
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2 Engineering Analysis
2.1 Alternative Design Analyzes
To begin the alternative design, the team analyzed multiple documents and drawings to
increase land productivity and efficiency while considering the space provided. The documents
included:
•

Portage Geographic Information System (GIS)

•

City Map Technology

•

Topographic Drawings

•

Geotechnical Survey

•

Road Jurisdiction Maps

•

Senior Center Proposed Layout Drawings

•

Underground Utility Lines Profiles

•

Transportation Data Management System.

Engineering analysis was required to make an adequate decision about each aspect of all the
alternative proposed. Choices made in the site layout, grading, and pavement design all required
the proper analysis and calculations to make the most informed decision for our client.
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2.2 Site Plans
The two building locations were determined first. Then, once the building locations were
established, the design of each parking lot alternative was completed. This included the
functionality of the drive thru for the medical facility, and the sidewalks connecting to the senior
center. The design and locations of the storm water management systems were determined once
the site plans were finalized. The alternatives site plans were analyzed for functionality, cost
efficiency, sustainability, and aesthetics to determine which one would best suit the needs of our
client and the community.

a. Site Layout I
Our first site layout seen in Figure 2-1, containing the medical service facility building of
8,185 total square feet with the first story being 5,363 square feet and the second story being 2,822
square feet.
Table 2-1 Building Floor Area
BUILDING FA
FIRST FLOOR
SECOND FLOOR
BUILDING SF

5363
2822
8185

SF
SF
SF

For the first proposed layout, the building was placed at the south end of the parcel to
provide sufficient mobility for pedestrians and vehicles. By locating the building close to this main
road, visibility was increased which consequently can increase the commercial activity of the
facility as well. The facility can be accessed from E. Centre Avenue and Brown Avenue. This
design provides sufficient parking based on our calculations and a loading area for the facility in
order for trucks to perform their deliveries. This is important to take into account in order to comply
with all the business’s needs. In addition, our team analyzed traffic volume surrounding our parcel
16

based on the results provided from MDOT’s Transportation Data Management System. East
Centre Ave. has an annual average daily traffic (ADT) volume of approximately 21,179 vehicles,
in 2019.
The existing Senior Center driveway for exit and entry connects both parcels. There are no
safety concerns within our exit and entrance boundaries at E. Centre Ave and Brown Avenue,
therefore, none of it should be removed. In order to satisfy the need of a drive thru, we proposed
to open an exit at the South West location of our parcel. Which will improve the safety of the
traffic inside the parking lot as well as traffic flow.
To maintain a clean environment and encourage future users to follow appropriate solid
waste disposal we designed appropriate trash bin disposals based on Portage’s Charter Township
of Zoning Ordinance. One trash enclosure will be provided since there is one building. This trash
enclosure is 28 feet x 19 feet with a reinforced concrete pad of 30 feet x 20 feet. The enclosure
would be located in convenient locations for employees to make safe trips during all business
hours. It is important to take into consideration the lighting around these areas to ensure employee
comfortability while handling related tasks. The proposed loading area location for trucks will be
located at the south end of the lot next to the building. This location for loading area allows the
driver to make trips throughout one of the main entrances and does not block the traffic flow.
Finally, to handle all the storm water, catch basins were placed throughout the site. The
catch basins will tie into the north and south end from the senior center development allowing
adequate flow. The rain garden was designed to be placed at the very north end of the parcel.
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Figure 2-1 Proposed Site Layout I

Required permitted land used is provided in Charter Township of Portage Zoning
Ordinances (Appendix A). Below is the table that our team referenced to propose our site’s land
use to avoid any variance on our site. Figures 2-2, 2-3, and 2-4 show 3D models of our
development.
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Table 2-2 Required and Proposed Off-Street Parking and Loading based on Charter Township of
Portage Zoning Ordinance
B-3 GENERAL BUSINESS (RETAIL BUSINESS)
OFF- STREET PARKING AND LOADING REQUIEREMENTS
SECTION

REQUIRED

PROPOSED

GFA (sq. ft.) 1,401 - 20,000
2 SPACES
LOADING SPACES

1 SPACE
10 FT X 50 FT

PROVIDED

MIN PARKING SPACES:
PARKING SPACES
1/200 SF OF 8,185 SF (UFA)

43 SHARED SPACES**

(SHARED PARKING)
(8,185 SF) * (1/200 SF) = 41 SPACES
90 DEGREE PARKING

9 FT X 18FT/ 22 FT AISLE

MAX DISTANCE TO MAIN
ENTRANCE

9 FT X 18FT/ 22 FT AISLE
LESS THAN 500 FT

500 FT

PROVIDED

4 FT

7 FT

MIN PAVED SIDEWALK
TO MAIN ENTRANCE
WALKING DISTANCE TO
MAIN ENTRANCE

LESS THAN 750 FT
750 FT

PROVIDED
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Table 2-3 Required and Proposed Land Use based on Charter Township of Portage Zoning
Ordinance
B-3 GENERAL BUSINESS (RETAIL BUSINESS)
LAND USE AND ZONE
REQUIREMENTS

REQUIRED

PROPOSED

MIN LOT AREA

----

46,818 SF

MIN FLOOR AREA

----

5,363 SF

MAX BUILDING HEIGHT

< 35 FT

32 FT PROVIDED BY CLIENT

30 FT

37 FT

10FT

25 FT

20 FT

PROVIDED

10 FT

17 FT

MIN FRONT YARD
SETBACK (CENTRE AVE.)
MINI SIDE YARD SETBACK
MIN REAR YARD
SETBACK
MIN FRONT PARKING
SETBACK (CENTRE AVE.)
10% GROSS SITE AREA
MIN OPEN SPACE AREA

12,786 SF
(4,681.8 SF)
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Figure 2-2 3D Drawing Site Layout I Centre Avenue

Figure 2-3 3D Drawing Site Layout I
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Figure 2-4 Top View 3D Drawing Site Layout I
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b. Site Layout II
Our second site layout seen in Figure 2-5, containing the medical service facility building
of 8,185 total square feet with the first story being 5,363 square feet and the second story being
2,822 square feet.
Table 2-4 Building Floor Area
BUILDING FA
FIRST FLOOR
SECOND FLOOR
BUILDING SF

5363
2822
8185

SF
SF
SF

For the second proposed layout, the building was placed at the north end of the parcel to
provide sufficient mobility for pedestrians and vehicles. The facility can be accessed via E. Centre
Avenue and Brown Avenue. Like the first design, it provides sufficient parking based on our
calculations and a loading area for the facility in order for trucks to perform their deliveries.
In addition, our team analyzed public transportation accessibility and our second design
alternative offers users a bus stop at less than 450 feet away from the main entrance located on
Brown Ave. The existing Senior Center driveway which connects both parcels will be reworked
at the same location that it was previously planned. The are no safety concerns within our exit and
entrance boundaries at E. Centre Ave and Brown Avenue, therefore, none of this should be
removed. The building will be accessible to automobiles from both streets providing exists and
entrances on both ends. In order to satisfy the need of a drive thru we have also proposed to open
an entrance located at the north end of our parcel.
The trash enclosure proposed contains one dumpster to accommodate the business. The
dumpster is in a location that is both suitable for employees to make a safe trip, and convenient for
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truck drivers to quickly pick up the enclosure and continue around out of the lot. The proposed
loading area location for truck to the business will be located on the north side of the lot in front
form the building. This location for loading area allows the driver to make safe and efficient trips
thought one of the main entrances and does not block the traffic flow.
As mentioned previously, catch basins were placed throughout the site to drain all the
stormwater in addition to the two existing catch basins. Our catch basins tie into the senior center
stormwater pipes and they have adequate storage for our stormwater as well. The rain garden was
designed to be placed at the very north end of the parcel.
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Figure 2-5 Proposed Site Layout II

Required permitted land use is provided in Charter Township of Portage Zoning
Ordinances (Appendix A). Below is the table that our team referenced to propose our site’s land
use to avoid any variance on our site. Figures 2-6, 2-7, 2-8 show 3D models of our development.
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Table 2-5 Required and Proposed Off-Street Parking and Loading based on Charter Township of
Portage Zoning Ordinance
B-3 GENERAL BUSINESS (RETAIL BUSINESS)
OFF- STREET PARKING AND LOADING REQUIEREMENTS
SECTION

REQUIRED

PROPOSED

GFA (sq. ft.) 1,401 - 20,000
2 SPACES
LOADING SPACES

1 SPACE
10 FT X 50 FT

PROVIDED

MINIPARKING SPACES:
PARKING SPACES (SHARED

1/200 SF OF 8185 SF (UFA)

41 SHARED SPACES**

PARKING)
(8185 SF) (1/200 SF) = 40
SPACES
9 FT X 18FT/ 23 FT
90 DEGREE PARKING

9 FT X 18FT/ 22 FT AISLE
AISLE

MAX. DISTANCE TO MAIN
500 FT

>500 FT

4 FT

7 FT

750 FT

>750 FT

ENTRANCE
MIN PAVED SIDEWALK
WALKING DISTANCE TO
MAIN ENTRANCE
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Table 2-6 Required and Proposed Land Use based on Charter Township of Portage Zoning
Ordinance
B-3 GENERAL BUSINESS (RETAIL BUSINESS)
LAND USE AND ZONE
REQUIREMENTS

REQUIRED

PROPOSED

MIN LOT AREA

----

46818 SF

MIN FLOOR AREA

----

5363 SF

< 35 FT

32 FT PROVIDED BY CLIENT

30 FT

PROVIDED

MIN SIDE YARD SETBACK

10 FT

19 FT

MIN REAR YARD SETBACK

20 FT

PROVIDED

10 FT

94 FT

MAX BUILDING HEIGHT
MIN FRONT YARD SETBACK
(BROWN AVE.)

MIN FRONT PARKING
SETBACK (BROWN AVE.)
10% GROSS SITE AREA
MIN OPEN SPACE AREA

14,337 SF
(4,681.8 SF)
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Figure 2-6 3D Drawing Site Layout II Brown Avenue

Figure 2-7 3D Drawing Site Layout II
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Figure 2-8 Top View 3D Drawing Site Layout II

c. Grading
A proper grade provides a level base for the building and will have a specified slope going
away from the building and towards the drainage structures. The building elevation is 881.2 to
ensure it is higher than all other points on site. Our team referenced the topography survey and
civil plans provided by AVB Inc. The survey included existing elevations that assisted us in
determining the elevations necessary for our design. The proposed elevations were designed to
ensure proper drainage while keeping existing elevations on all edges of the site. We used a
minimum slope of 1% and a maximum slope of 5%. The proposed elevations and catch basin
locations for both site layout I and II can be found in Figure 2-9 and 2-10 respectively.
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For Site Layout I, the proposed catch basin locations and key elevations are:
Proposed Elevations (ft)
1
2
3
4
5

877.97
878.63
877.99
877.85
877.82

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

877.99
877.68
877.67
877.90
877.69
878.00
878.14
879.99
879.76
879.20
879.50
879.84
879.32
875.12
875.04

Figure 12 Site Layout I Catch Basin Layout & Key Elevations
For Site Layout I, the proposed catch basin rim elevations to achieve the desired slopes are:
Table 2-7 Site Layout I Catch Basin Rim Elevation

Catch Basin Rim Elevations
CB 1
CB 2
CB 3
CB 4
CB 5
CB 6

878.19
876.50
877.19
878.50
878.18
877.03
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For Site Layout II, the proposed catch basin locations and key elevations are:

Proposed Elevations (ft)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

878.06
879.00
880.00
879.90
880.00
879.89
877.60
877.50
878.50
879.10
877.00
880.31
880.19
879.34
878.38
878.85
878.45
879.28
878.46
878.93

Figure 13 Site Layout II Catch Basin Layout & Key Elevations
For Site Layout II, the proposed catch basin rim elevations to achieve the desired slope are:
Table 2-8 Site Layout I Catch Basin Rim Elevations
Catch Basin Rim Elevations
CB 1
878.06
CB 2
879.81
CB 3
877.00
CB 4
877.82
CB 5
877.07
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2.3 Drainage Systems
Catch basins were the only drainage structures required for our site. However, we designed
a rain garden as well for additional storage and as a sustainable option for our client. The engineer
for the Senior Center development confirmed that all calculations completed were based on future
development on our site. Therefore, they have enough storage for our parcel’s stormwater.
The rain garden was designed using the Rational Method. The Rational Method calculated
the peak runoff rate of a 100-year storm. For Portage MI, the flow rate is 3.02 in/hr. The soil type
was determined by the geotechnical report (Appendix F) and was found to be sand. The material
specified to be used is loamy sand according to the Kalamazoo Country Drain Commissioner.
Loamy sand has an infiltration rate of 1.63 in/hr.

a.

Rain Garden Design
For both site layouts, a rain garden was designed to manage the stormwater on site. The

rain garden would be located at the north end of the site closest to Brown Avenue for the first
layout, and then at the south end of the site for the second layout. The rain garden has a 3:1 slope
and depth of 2 feet. The rain garden has a 3-inch mulch layer, geotextile fabric, then underneath
an amended soil mix that is 4 feet deep, then uncompacted existing soil with a minimum of 20 feet
to the groundwater table. The amended soil material chosen is a loamy sand. The observation well
is in the center of the rain garden with a radius of 6 inches. The calculations and design
requirements used to determine the size of the rain garden needed are found in Appendix C and D
The required area and storage volume are shown below:
•

Required Infiltration Area = 831 ft2

•

Required Storage Volume = 8,125.9 ft3
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•

Design Infiltration Area = 3,116 ft2

•

Design Storage Volume = 8,682 ft3

Design Specifications:
•

Plants should be selected based on a specified zone of hydric tolerance and must be capable
of surviving both wet and dry conditions.

•

“Wet footed” species should be planted near the middle.

•

Tree density of approximately one tree per 250 square feet

•

Shrubs and herbaceous vegetation should be planted at 10 feet on center

•

Planting holes for trees must be at least 4 feet deep to provide enough soil volume for the
root structure of mature trees

The native plants were chosen from a list provided by Rain Gardens of West Michigan. Plants
and trees that thrive in moist to wet conditions were chosen. The rain gardens must be watered
until the plants are established and then the maintenance is minimal from there. Maintaining the
mulch is the largest piece to keep the rain garden in prime condition. If ponding water lasts longer
than 48 hours, the planting medium is replaced with a new mix. Dead plants must be removed and
replaced twice a year and new mulch must be added each year. The cross section and overview of
the rain garden is found in Figure 2-11, and Figure 2-12.
The native plants chosen were:
•

10 Red Maple Trees

•

14 Arrowwood Shrubs

•

24 Blue Flag Plants
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Figure 11 Cross Section of Rain Garden

Figure 12 Overview of Rain Garden
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b. Catch Basin Design
We utilized catch basins to manage stormwater onsite. The catch basins were placed
throughout the site and did not reach maximum of 400 feet apart. They are located at lower
elevations to allow the water from the surrounding area to flow to the basins. The catch basins tie
into the Senior Center’s storm water system at the East side of our parcel. We will tie in at two
different locations shown in Figure 2-13 and 2-14. The storm water will drain to each of the catch
basins and then flow towards the north and south end of our site. Refer to Appendix H for further
clarification. The exact placement and elevations are shown in Figure 2-9 and 2-10 in the grading
section. The catch basins will have a 4-foot diameter and depth of 2 feet. Please refer to Appendix
E for more details.

Figure 13 Drainage Connection (North Elevation)
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Figure 14 Drainage Connection (South Elevation)

Quantity of catch basins for each layout are:
•

Site Layout I: 6 Catch Basins

•

Site Layout II: 5 Catch Basins

c. Drainpipes
To determine the size of the drainpipes, Manning's equation was used. The requirements
from the Kalamazoo Country Drain Commissioner state that the storm sewer should be designed
for a runoff from a 10-year frequency rainfall event. The discharge rate must be larger than 2.36
cubic feet per second based on our calculations.
2 1

1.49𝐴𝑅3 𝑆 2
𝑀𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔′ 𝑠 𝐸𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 (𝑄) =
𝑛
𝑄 = 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 (𝑐𝑓𝑠)
𝐴 = 𝑊𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎 (𝑓𝑡 2 )
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𝑅 = 𝐻𝑦𝑑𝑟𝑎𝑢𝑙𝑖𝑐 𝑅𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑢𝑠 (𝑓𝑡)
𝑆 = 𝑆𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒
𝑛 = 𝑀𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠 𝐶𝑜𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡

For both site layouts we used a dual wall- HDPE pipe. The N-12 has a corrugated exterior,
smooth interior, and is high-density polyethylene. From Table 2-9 shown below and the ADS
website, we utilized 0.012 as our manning’s coefficient. The pipes are at a 1% slope with a
diameter of 12 inches. The calculations for the pipe size are in Appendix D and the discharge is
greater than the run-off so we can confirm that the 12-inch diameter pipe is suitable for this design.
For the two tie-in locations, an 18-inch pipe was used. According to our calculations, both pipe
diameters are adequate.
Table 2-9 Manning’s Roughness Coefficient
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2.4 Transportation
A well-designed parking lot is essential for any commercial facility. If visitors do not have
sufficient space to maneuver around, the chance of property damage is likely to go up. Similarly,
if visitors do not have enough parking spaces, it can decrease the traffic volume to the facility.
Both site layouts were designed with these considerations in mind. The minimum number of
parking spaces was calculated to ensure parking spaces not to run out. Fortunately for this project,
the Senior Center parking lot can also be considered for the medical service facility overflow, if
needed.
Developers want their new facilities to be attractive, well designed, and functional.
Pavement in parking area that is at first under-planned can encounter inordinate support issues and
an abbreviated assistance life. When appropriately planned and developed, parking lot can be an
appealing piece of the facility that is additionally protected, and generally significant, usable to the
greatest degree. Likewise, parking areas should be designed for low maintenance costs and easy
modification for changes in use patterns.

a. Parking Generation & Capacity Analysis
In developing the parking lot area for the medical service facility, several important details
were considered. First and foremost, our team performed the most comprehensive analysis of
parking generation for the facility to be developed at the parcel. With the analysis and evaluation,
the assumptions and alternative variables were established to start developing the parking lot area.
Typical parking generation specification units was utilized to evaluate the type of land use
and parking related units in order to provide the maximum parking capacity of the available space
while ensuring convenience and safety of future users. Referenced material utilized included the
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textbook Traffic Engineering 4th Edition by William R. McShane, Ph.D., P.E., P.T.O.E and
Parking Principles, Special Report 125, Washington DC, 197 from the transportation research
board utilized in the same textbook. The medical service facility building was considered to be a
retail store based on the Charter Township of Portage Zoning Ordinance (Appendix A) and scope
of work, goals and functions discussed in section 1.2. A summary of parking generation rates and
relationships from Tables 12.1 and 12.2 shown in Appendix A demonstrate the variables utilized
to perform traffic design and transportation analysis.
This advanced medical facility is expected to encounter passenger cars (all passenger cars,
SUVs, minivans, vans, and pickup trucks) as its primary mode of transportation. The approximate
range of capacities include 1 to 6 persons/vehicle (Table 1.2 Transportation Modes, Appendix A).
General access, internal circulation, parking, pedestrian areas, and terminals for both people and
freight are all considered and required by the engineers. Moreover, the effective integration of
multimodal transportation systems is a major goal in maximizing efficiency and minimizing costs
associated with all forms of travel.
In addition, both alternative designs will share parking with the Senior Center and based
on The City of portage Ordinance, the off-street parking facilities may be shared between two or
more adjacent zoning lots and not meet the minimum combined number of parking spaces for each
use if the applicant(s) demonstrates the peak parking needs do not overlap, per an approved
development plan. Please refer to Appendix A for peak parking occupancy calculations. Both
alternatives satisfy parking accessibility since the minimum for peak number of parking spaces
occupied based on the building gross floor area is equal to 36 spaces.
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b. Surface Parking Lot Design
The first alternative to be proposed is based on the Geotechnical report performed in the
Senior Center parcel (Appendix F), provided by Driesenga and Associates Inc., where a flexible
pavement section was recommended. Therefore, for this project we are basing all the design
assumptions from the report, together with AASHTO and Mdot’s Standards. Pavement
recommendations were based on assuming only passenger vehicles and light trucks such as
delivery and garbage trucks will be utilizing the light duty pavement area. For the design, the
practical minimum traffic level of that can be considered for any flexible or rigid pavement during
the assumed analysis period of 20 years is about 50,000 equivalent load factors for 18-kip singleaxle load.
This estimation, analysis, mand calculations for the first pavement alternative is performed
utilizing the AASHTO Guide for Design of Pavement Structures (Appendix G). For this alternative
pavement, a concrete/rigid pavement is being accounted for sidewalks, reinforced pad for the
dumpster and the truck delivery areas, curbs, and gutters since they require a higher pavement
strength due to the higher loads being applied. While the thickness of the concrete pad will be
designed to ensure full support of the loads, for the curbs and gutters a typical section was used to
depict them and the necessary requirements.
Now, the second alternative a concrete pavement design was performed using as a
reference the AASHTO Guide for Design of Pavement Structures and the ACI Guide and
Construction of Concrete Parking Lots (Appendix G). For both designs, the calculations were
based on the AASHTO Guide. Also, it is used the 50% reliability tables to estimate the minimum
requirements of each alternative design.
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Calculations done for both alternatives are shown in Appendix H to ensure adequate
thickness and material for every layer to support all the assumed loads. It is recommended a
specific maintenance approach for each alternative design to extend the life of the materials.
i. Asphalt Parking Lot Pavement Design
The minimum thicknesses and layers for the flexible pavement recommended by the
geotechnical report according to MDOT's specifications is summarized in the table below:
Table 2-9 Proposed Asphalt Pavement Thicknesses
Proposed Flexible Pavement Design
Material

Minimum Thickness

HMA with type A aggregate (SURFACE)

3 inches

Crush graded stone (BASE)

8 inches

Soil-aggregate (SUBBASE)

12 inches

After all the calculations were performed the minimum thickness and materials
recommended were confirmed to be adequate. Therefore, it is recommended a minimum of 95%
compactness of the gravel base and a range between 92% and 96% for the surface pavement course
for the optimal performance. Also, it is recommended for this flexible pavement design that regular
maintenance is kept by sealing cracks and patching the distressed areas, which helps reduce the
effect of infiltration and frost action consequences done by water in any form. Refer to the crosssection of this alternative depicted below for a better understanding of what is being proposed for
the asphalt pavement.
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Figure 2-15 Asphalt Pavement Design Cross-Section

ii. Concrete Parking Lot Pavement Design
Concrete parking lots reduce the impacts of the urban heat island effect by providing a
cooler urban environment and reducing ozone production. Therefore, it is our duty as engineers to
propose a sustainable option when possible and leave it up to the client to decide the best fit after
considering all the pros and cons of each.
The proposed thicknesses according to the AASHTO design of pavement structures
manual, following the assumptions signalized in the Appendix H, then compared to the calculated
minimum thickness necessary to support the loads are summarized in the table below:
Table 2-10 Concrete Parking Lot Pavement Design Thicknesses
Material

Proposed Rigid Pavement Design
Minimum Thickness

Portland Cement Concrete Slab

5 inches

Aggregate Base

9 inches
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After utilizing the reference material and ensuring that the pavement accounts for all the
future loads to be applied, the pavement can utilize the thicknesses in the table above for this
alternative. Refer to the cross-section of this alternative depicted below for a better understanding
of what is being proposed for the concrete pavement.

Figure 2-16 Concrete Pavement Design Cross-Section.

iii. Concrete Pads Design
Loading areas and dumpsters both apply heavier loads on the pavement than just a flexible
pavement design can handle, therefore concrete pads are recommended to support them. It will be
a 20’x20’ and contain a mesh reinforcement in the middle of the cross-section. These rigid pads
minimum recommendations by the Driesenga and Associates Inc. report according to MDOT's
specifications is summarized in the table below:
Table 2-11 Concrete Pad Design Thicknesses
Recommended Rigid Pad Design
Material

Minimum Thickness

Portland Cement Concrete Slab

6 inches

Base (Class II sand subbase)

6 inches
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This design was used for pads all the pad of both alternatives. A cross-section is depicted
below for a better understanding of what is being proposed.

Figure 2-17 Concrete Pad Design Cross-Section

iv. Concrete Curbs and gutters Design
The same concrete typical is used for the curbs and gutters of both alternatives. They are
used to manage, direct the water flow, and maintain slopes from grading. Refer to the typical curb
and gutter according to MDOT’s standards and considering ADA accessibility (Appendix B)
cross-section depicted below:

Figure 2-18 Typical Concrete Curbs and Gutter Cross-Section
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2.5 Construction
For our construction estimates and scheduling we evaluated both hard costs and soft costs
presented in this project. Detailed construction estimated include a list of trades that will be
necessary for this project as well as general requirements that should be taken into consideration
in order to determine the overall cost of the desired development. After performing our
geotechnical and overall engineering analysis of the different aspects involving this project the
team was able to determine a list of material and trades that will be essential for the execution of
this site development project.
Trades involved are listed below:
•

General Conditions
o Project Manager
o Superintendent
o Project Engineer
o Temporary Utilities
o Set Up / Remove Job Trailer
o Job Trailer
o Trailer Supplies/Copier
o Temporary Toilets/Port-A-Johns
o Temporary Tools and Equipment
o Project Documents / Blueprints
o Project Management Technology
o Safety Controls
o Material Testing
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o Tap Fees (City Connection Pipes)
o Consumers Energy Fees

a.

•

Site Concrete

•

Electrical

•

Sitework

•

Asphalt/Concrete Paving

•

Landscaping

Cost Estimation
Cost estimation of each alternative design was performed by following RSMeans and

utilizing AVB’s calculation standards. The team also used skills and methods learned in our
Construction Estimation course to help us make accurate calculations for the quantities used in our
cost estimates. The total cost for our first site design (concrete) totaled to about $545,000 and
(asphalt) $454,000, while our second site design came out to around (concrete) $536,000 and
$451,000 (asphalt). Please refer to Appendix I for the detailed construction estimates.

b.

Construction Schedule
The construction schedule was performed by our team utilizing Microsoft Project with the

assistance of AVB Inc. to ensure that the entire project can be completed within a realistic duration
and that the tasks are organized in order. We made the estimation that the building would take 120
days with the purpose to account for it during the future development of the parcel.
Refer to Appendix J for the detailed GANTT charts with the tasks to be completed
throughout the project and its durations. They are each taking into account one pavement
alternative, asphalt or concrete parking lot, since each affects the total duration of the project
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differently. Concrete takes slightly longer to account for weather related issues that might arise
during placement and for the placement method, which is usually poured in sections compared to
asphalt that can be done all at once. The total duration of the Asphalt GANTT chart is 165 days
while the Concrete GANTT chart is 168 days.
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3. Alternative Analysis
For the two site layouts presented, and the four total alternatives, a weighted decision
matrix was created to determine which alternative our team of engineers recommend to the owner.
This analysis included criteria such as cost, aesthetics, constructability, and sustainability. Each
one was given a weight from the owner, with aesthetics being the most important, followed closely
by the cost of the project. These weights played a large role in the determination of the scores for
the separate alternatives. The scores were rated on a scale from 1-10, with 1 being the worst, and
10 being the best. With this setup, the alternative with the highest score is the one our team
recommended. Some key differences considered in this table were the differing site layouts
(building location), concrete vs. asphalt paving, and rain garden vs. no rain garden. The differing
site layouts do not have a large difference in price but have differing aspects that may make them
more/less aesthetic.
As for the concrete vs. asphalt, there is a large price difference between the two, as well as
differing levels of sustainability. Concrete costs a significant amount more, based on our cost
estimates, but requires less maintenance and lasts longer. Asphalt is not as durable as concrete but
is cheaper and matches the paving of the senior center that is currently being constructed. Lastly,
the rain garden vs. no rain garden was another consideration. Having a rain garden does increase
sustainability, as it provides home for wildlife. It also is aesthetically pleasing to have on site.
However, it is an additional cost, and our site does not require storage due to the senior center
being designed to withstand our properties stormwater management. Please refer to Figure 3-1 for
our Analysis of Alternatives.
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Table 2-12 Analysis of Alternatives
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4. Sustainability
As engineer’s sustainability is extremely important and something to be considered in each
design. Parking is something that has an extremely high demand and the move pavement we use,
the greener space we are taking away. Instead of a large parking lot for our site, we have spaces
on our site as well as shared spaces with the senior center. In our parking lot it is important to note
we implemented charging stations for vehicles to encourage greener forms of transportation. Our
stormwater designs were based off best management practices to reduce pollution. The rain garden
provides a home to wildlife and other plants. The rain garden also pretreats the water to reduce the
pollutants as well. Along with the elements mentioned above, we proposed to have all the trees
removed based on our demolition plan to be replanted on our site. Relocation of trees is an
important sustainability aspect of our project we added to ensure that we are reducing the negative
impact on the environment and not having a harmful effect on the resources, surroundings and
living ecosystem.
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5. Recommendations
Based on our client’s needs and the weighted decision matrices, site layout II, asphalt parking,
and no rain garden is recommended. It was crucial to our client that our design would complement
the senior center’s aesthetics. Both designs go well with the new development, but the traffic flow
for site layout 2 is significantly better. Concrete and asphalt parking lots both have their benefits.
Although concrete has a longer lifespan, it does not do as well in the weather fluctuations as asphalt
does. Asphalt has a shorter lifespan, but the cost is lower. Along with lower cost the asphalt
matches the drive that is currently under construction as well as the senior center’s parking lot.
The rain garden adds a lot to the site aesthetically and sustainably, but the cost is too high for it to
be chosen. Without the rain garden the cost goes down significantly by not having to do yearly
maintenance on it, and the construction itself. When the rain garden is chosen, the cut and fill
volumes change along with the grade of the site which increases the cost of construction as well
as the length of constructions.
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Appendix A: Zoning Map/ City Ordinance and Parking
Demand Calculations
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Parking Generation Calculations and Tables
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TYPICAL PARKING MINIMUM GENERATIONS RATES AND SPECIFICATION UNITS
LAND USE

AVERAGE PEAK PARKING

PEAK NUMBER OF PARKING

OCCUPNACY

SPACES OCCUPIED

4.33X (Building SF/1000 Sq. Ft.)

P= 4.24X + 1 (Building SF/1000 Sq. Ft.)

35

36

RETAIL/MEDICAL
CLINIC
PHARMACY PARKING
SPACES
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Appendix B: ADA Compliance Information
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Appendix C: Stormwater Design Requirements
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Appendix D: Stormwater Basin and Drain Calculations
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Rainwater Calculations:
Rain Garden Design Site Layout I
Landcover

C-Value

Weighted Area

Building (1st Floor)

5363

0.9

4826.7

Pavement

28669

0.9

25802.1

Open Area

12786

0.25

3196.5

Total

46818

33825.3

Rain Garden Design Site Layout II
Landcover

C-Value

Weighted Area

Building (1st Floor)

5363

0.9

4826.7

Pavement

27122

0.9

24409.8

Open Area

14333

0.25

3583.25

Total

46818

𝑅𝑢𝑛𝑜𝑓𝑓 𝐶𝑜𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡 (𝑐) =

32819.75

𝑊𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎 33825.3
=
= 0.722
𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎
46818

𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑏𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎 (𝐶𝐴) =

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑓𝑡
46818
=
= 1.07 𝑎𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑠
𝑓𝑡/𝑎𝑐𝑟𝑒
43560

𝐴𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑆𝑖𝑡𝑒 𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑒 = 0.52 𝑐𝑓𝑠/𝑎𝑐𝑟𝑒
𝑆𝑖𝑡𝑒 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 = 1.07𝑎𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑠 × 0.52

𝑐𝑓𝑠
𝑐𝑓𝑡
= 0.559
𝑎𝑐𝑟𝑒
ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟

𝑅𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 (𝑅𝐼 ) 𝑓𝑜𝑟 100 − 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟 𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑚 = 3.02 𝑖𝑛/ℎ𝑟
𝑅𝑢𝑛𝑜𝑓𝑓 𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 (𝑉𝑟 ) = 𝐶𝐼𝐴 = 0.722 ×

3.02𝑖𝑛/ℎ𝑟
× 46818 = 8512.7
12 𝑖𝑛

𝑓𝑡 3
𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 (𝑉𝑑 ) = 𝑆𝑖𝑡𝑒 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 × 3600𝑠 = 0.559 × 3600 = 2012
ℎ𝑟
𝐹𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑆𝑎𝑓𝑒𝑡𝑦 = 1.25
90

𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 = (𝑉𝑟 − 𝑉𝑑) × 𝐹𝑆 = (8512.7 − 2012) × 1.25 = 8125.86
𝐷𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛 𝐼𝑛𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒 = 1.63 𝑖𝑛/ℎ𝑟
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐷𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 = 72 ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠
𝐼𝑛𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎 =

𝑉𝑠
8125.86
× 12 =
× 12 = 830.9 𝑓𝑡 2
𝑖 × 𝑡𝑑
1.63 × 72

𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑒𝑑 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎 (𝐴1 ) = 2450 𝑓𝑡 > 830.9 𝑓𝑡 2
𝐷𝑒𝑝𝑡ℎ (𝐷) = 2 𝑓𝑡 2
𝑇𝑜𝑝 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎 (𝐴2 ) = 3,116 𝑓𝑡 2
𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑒𝑑 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎 =

𝐴1 − 𝐴2
2450 − 3116
×𝐷 =
× 2 = 8,682 𝑓𝑡 2 > 8.125 𝑓𝑡 2
2
2
Drainpipe Design:

Required Runoff Discharge (Q) =

𝑉𝑅
8512
=
= 2.36 𝑐𝑓𝑠
3600 3600
2 1

1.49𝐴𝑅3 𝑆 2
𝑀𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔′ 𝑠 𝐸𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 (𝑄) =
𝑛
𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑃𝑖𝑝𝑒 𝐷𝑖𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟 = 12"
𝜋𝑑 2
𝜋12
𝐶𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠 𝑆𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎 =
=
= 0.785 𝑓𝑡 2
4
4
𝐷
1
𝐻𝑦𝑑𝑟𝑎𝑢𝑙𝑖𝑐 𝑅𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑢𝑠 = = = 0.25 𝑓𝑡
4
4
𝑃𝑖𝑝𝑒 𝑆𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒 (𝑆) = 1%
𝑀𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔′ 𝑠 𝐶𝑜𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑛 = 0.0012
2

1

1.49 × 0.785 × 0.253 × 0.012
𝑄 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 =
0.0012
𝑄 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 = 38.7 𝑐𝑓𝑠 > 2.36 𝑐𝑓𝑠
𝟏𝟐" 𝑷𝒊𝒑𝒆 𝒊𝒔 𝑶𝑲!
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Appendix E: Grading
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Existing topography for site grading.
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Appendix F: Geotechnical Reports
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Appendix G: AASHTO & ACI References for Pavement
Design
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Appendix H: Pavement Design Calculations
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Appendix I: Estimates
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Asphalt Paving

149

150

151
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Concrete Paving
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Appendix J: Project Schedule (GANTT Charts)
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Asphalt Pavement
ID

Task
Mode
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Advanced Medical Facility
Project Schedule

Task Name

Duration

May
E

Advanced Medical Facility
Site Work
Erosion control
Tree Clearing
Demolition
Mobilization
Grading Cut and Fill
Installation of Site Utilities
Build Access Road For Foundation Work
Building
Site Work
Install Gravel/ Fine grade
Install Concrete Pad in Lloading dock
Install Site concrete walks/curbs
Install Site Lighting/bases
Install Landscaping
Install Site Signage
Install Final Coat of Asphalt/Stripping

Project: Borgess Vertical Expansio
Date: Tue 3/23/21

165 days
35 days
5 days
5 days
5 days
3 days
10 days
15 days
2 days
120 days
35 days
3 days
2 days
15 days
5 days
10 days
5 days
5 days

M

July
B

E

M

B

E

M

September
B

E

M

November
B

E
M
Advanced Medical Facility

Site Work
Erosion control
Tree Clearing
Demolition
Mobilization
Grading Cut and Fill
Installation of Site Utilities
Build Access Road For Foundation Work
Building
Site Work
Install Gravel/ Fine grade
Install Concrete Pad in Lloading dock
Install Site concrete walks/curbs
Install Site Lighting/bases
Install Landscaping
Install Site Signage
Install Final Coat of Asphalt/Stripping

Task

Project Summary

Inactive Milestone

Manual Summary Rollup

Deadline

Split

External Tasks

Inactive Summary

Manual Summary

Progress

Milestone

External Milestone

Manual Task

Start-only

Summary

Inactive Task

Duration-only

Finish-only
Page 1

Advanced Medical Facility
Project Schedule

Concrete Pavement
ID

Task
Mode
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Task Name

Duration

Advanced Medical Facility
Site Work
Erosion control
Tree Clearing
Demolition
Mobilization
Grading Cut and Fill
Installation of Site Utilities
Build Access Road For Foundation Work
Building
Site Work
Install Gravel/ Fine grade
Install Concrete Pad in Lloading dock
Install Site concrete walks/curbs
Install Site Lighting/bases
Install Landscaping
Install Site Signage
Install Final Coat of Concrete

Project: Borgess Vertical Expansio
Date: Tue 3/23/21

168 days
35 days
5 days
5 days
5 days
3 days
10 days
15 days
2 days
120 days
43 days
3 days
2 days
15 days
5 days
10 days
5 days
8 days

April
B

M

E

May
B

M

E

June
B

M

E

July
B

M

E

August
B
M

E

September
B
M

E

October
B
M

E

November
B
M

E

December
January
B
M
E
B
Advanced Medical Facility

Site Work
Erosion control
Tree Clearing
Demolition
Mobilization
Grading Cut and Fill
Installation of Site Utilities
Build Access Road For Foundation Work
Building
Site Work
Install Gravel/ Fine grade
Install Concrete Pad in Lloading dock
Install Site concrete walks/curbs
Install Site Lighting/bases
Install Landscaping
Install Site Signage
Install Final Coat of Concrete

Task

Project Summary

Inactive Milestone

Manual Summary Rollup

Deadline

Split

External Tasks

Inactive Summary

Manual Summary

Progress

Milestone

External Milestone

Manual Task

Start-only

Summary

Inactive Task

Duration-only

Finish-only
Page 1

